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About This Game

In SLEEPOVER, you're either the Slasher or the Homeowner. The Slasher is loud, wearing boots and equipped with a Knife.
The Slasher doesn't play nice and is someone you should avoid as the Homeowner. The Homeowner is quiet, equipped with only

their bare hands. Don't underestimate the Homeowner though... if the Homeowner sneaks up on the Slasher, it's lights out.

The Slasher has a knife though so be careful if you're the Homeowner. You can try and use the Lightswitches to make a room
light or dark. Try and hide behind furniture or jump out a window. The Homeowner's house is small, but has many entrances.

You've got three minutes until the police arrive to save the Homeowner. If the Homeowner spends too much time hiding, the
Slasher will steal their stuff and leave to win the round.

SLASHER
*Loud

*Has a Knife
*Dark Clothes
*Bright Mask

HOMEOWNER
*Quiet

*Does not have a Knife
*Can Choke-hold Slasher from behind
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Title: SLEEPOVER
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
JarthGames
Publisher:
JarthGames
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64 or 32 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Good story! A bit short.. Hmm... In my opinion, it is worth the price. (Must buy when being a sale.)
That is true it has just about 5-6 hours story, but great game and graphic compared to it is published in 2006.
Absolutely fully scripted game, but the shooting system and AI is good, the enemies throw back the grenade, take cover or
attacking us directly.
Lots of scene (eg. port, office, streets, storehouse, cave, jungle, ship) when you can fight. You can use bullet-time. It is very
spectacular. :)
I just recommend.
PS. Just a tip: Save often. :P. So much no.

It has badges and achievements. Just no.

I know I put no effort on this review, but the developer made no effort on this game, even literally added a function to get all
achievements for nothing.

Buy it for a fake 100%. I should have read the comments previous. This is a great game I used to own in childhood and during
the Cyber Monday say, I was extactic to purchase it again for a very cheap price. However, (and unfortunately), steam's version
is actually poopy doo doo. Too many glitches. I heavily debated pirated the game after.

Game - Good
From Steam? - BAD BAD VERY BAD BAD NOT GOOD.. It's like Beat Hazard, but only EDM music, and only music
included in the game.
Also, the upgrades are level based, which makes it a pain to get far quickly in this game.
Still, the music is good, so I employed a few skipping techniques to get the most out of this game before I got bored by having
to listen to the same song over and over again in order to buy all the upgrades on just that song in order to progress to the next
song.

i can only say overwhelmingly positive for people who love timing with music worth a shot
It is Fun and well made game 7,5/10
(+) Great music even if is ripetitive
(+) Nice game design
(-) Sometimes The background should be cleaner to make it easier to see the enemies

That's all.
Hope that this topic will be helpfull :). A classic arcade shoot 'em up, but pretty bland in its genre. Looks good enough and the
other technical aspects are fine, but the game just doesn't offer anything that isn't already done better elsewhere. The plot seems
dull with overtly stereotypical characters and the enemies are unimaginative.

It's like Jets 'n Guns, but without all the neat stuff which made JnG so awesome.

Pick this up only if you're a die-hard shmup fan who doesn't have anything else to play.
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It starts off really cool and then turns into a repeating collectathon of blue spheres. \u2022 Input lag is chronic in this. Any fun I
might have had is ruined by this.
\u2022 I tried playing the two single player modes on offer:
- Runner game, which is pretty basic and boring.
- Boss game, also simplistic, and lost interest in playing further..
- Don't have friends to try the other mode.
Not often I give up on a game so soon, but stuffing up the fundamentals of platforming is an automatic fail.. I want to like this
game, but I can't. It has nothing to do with the presentation or story, but with how horribly broken it is. Maybe this only affects
the linux version, but the controls consist of spacebar, directional keys and D, with no way at all to change it. This is simply not
a control scheme that works. Controller support is also almost entirely lacking, with only a handful of keys mapped to my
logitech pad, not including movement, and again, no configuration at all. There isn't even a way to display it fullscreen. Sorry,
but this gets a thumbs down from me until it gets fixed.. Great game. The demo was great and I was looking forward to playing
the full release. The locomotion is one of the best I've come across. You squeeze the left grip in the direction you want to go. It
worked surprisingly well. Of course you can customize how it works. Broke a sweat and beat it in about 2 hours. Definitely
worth the purchase and supporting the devs. Good job! Looking forward to more content/future releases!
. Do not buy this game unless you love techno music, and bright lights. By love I mean, have posters on your walls of techno
bands, your ipad is 3\/4th techno music, and so on. The game doesn't even do that right you look at dubstep and how it has a
drop and different pitches, this is more like techno generic song one A, then on to game two remix of generic song one A, and
so forth. There is no other music that I came across in my hour of play, and an hour which gave me a head ache.

The music in the game plays no part in how the tower defense handles. It is no surprise that as of writing this the front page does
not have a video, for it it did people would see it for what it truly is. If that's not bad enough, the back round on the screen is
always exploding in some bright, in your face way with, with sound wave bars, or just odd shapes. The best way to describe this
is if you have ever been to a club, stood in the middle of the dance floor, had people bumping into you, as you stare up into a
strobe light and let the mind numbing, repetitive remix of the same song you heard the last 4 song melt your brain.

The tower aspect of the game alone is not too bad, it can offer a challenge, and there is a volume slider in the game so you could
turn the in game music off all together, and play your own music, but you would still have to deal with the brightness.

At times the screen will also shake, making it feel like your in a boat, or middle of a club, trapped with little air, surrounded by
mindless sheep.

The way the gameplay handles, is simple, but never rewards you on winning a match, more of, yup that's nice go away do the
next one like a chore. I find it hard to believe even those who love techno music will enjoy this, but no doubt someone will, and
be that as it may.. The game has nice visuals in the sense that simplicity and neon like colors give it tron'esque feel to it but for
some reason that very graphics heats up my laptop a "bit" despite what requirements say.
I dislike the "hidden area" gimmick in the sense that while hidden areas are always nice... but they're not really hidden when
they are your main objective and in plain sight... also going through barely visible and overlapping "hidden" platforms was
unpleasant.
All in all if have excellent eyesight and like some tron like adventure give it a go.

I will go get my refund as my sight is not as good as to tolerate overlapping ghost platforms\/areas (also I do not intend on
cooling my room down just so i can play the damn game without it shutting my laptop due to overheating...).. It's exactly what
you expect. Honestly I don't think I've played a more fun 2D golf game, ever. Totally worth the sale price.. it's a book, and I
can't read

Server Browser / Friends List:
Players should now be able to find multiplayer sessions hosted by friends on Steam. Until now the Server Browser would only
show multiplayer sessions from users with the same Steam Download Region settings as you, this may still be the case but
solving this issue is the current focus of the project. Please continue to report any bugs or issues you encounter and I will do my
best to address them.

Thanks,
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